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Abstract. Geant4 is a software toolkit for the simulation of the passage of particles through 
matter. It has abundant hadronic models from thermal neutron interactions to ultra relativistic 
hadrons. An overview of validations in Geant4 hadronic physics is presented based on thin-
target measurements. In most cases, good agreement is available between Monte Carlo 
prediction and experimental data; however, several problems have been detected which require 
some improvement in the models. 
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1. Introduction 
Abundant hadronic processes are available in Geant4 from thermal energy neutron 

interactions to energetic particle interactions available only at large accelerators or in 
cosmic rays. In some cases, there are multiple models for a given interaction so that 
users can select among them according to their requirements, in terms of application, 
precision and computing time. To aid user selection, validations of Geant4 hadronic 
models will be shown in this paper and detailed explanations about several selected 
models are available in another presentation [1] at this conference. Thin target 
experimental data are mainly used, because they allow a clean and detailed study of 
single hadronic interactions. Another type of validation uses calorimeter test-beam 
data with the complete detector setup. In this case, the observables are the convolution 
of many interactions; therefore, whole functions of Geant4 are validated at once. 
However, for the validation of each hadronic model, comparison to thin-target 
measurements is more suitable. The validations of Geant4 against calorimeter test-
beam data were presented by other authors at this conference.  

The coverage of Geant4 hadronic physics is quite wide and the number of hadronic 
models is also large. Due to space limitations however, not all models are represented 
and only one or a few validation plots are presented for each one. In the following 
sections, we will show validation results of Geant4 hadronic physics beginning with 
low energy models that include capture and pre-compound models and proceeding to 
high energy. Then we will treat special topics such as gamma-nuclear, low energy 
neutron and ion-ion interactions. 
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2. Low energy interactions 
In this section, “low energy” refers to models in which the reaction energy is lower 

than the validity range of the Intra- Nuclear Cascade models. In addition to hadron 
scattering from a target nucleus, capture on the nucleus is also treated.  The Chiral 
Invariant Phase Space (CHIPS) model [2] shows the best agreement to capture data. 
Fig. 1 shows comparisons of CHIPS model results with the experimental spectra [3, 4] 
of secondary particles and nuclear fragments from negative pion capture on 12C 
nucleus. They are plotted as a function of k = (p + Ekin) / 2, where Ekin and p are the 
kinetic energy and the momentum of the secondary particles. Good agreement is 
observed in all energy ranges for all types of secondary particles. Other models are 
also available for this interaction, however they are not as detailed. 

 

 

FIGURE 1.  Comparison of the CHIPS model results with experimental data on proton, neutron, and 
nuclear fragment production in the capture of negative pions on C. The experimental neutron spectrum 
is taken from papers [3, 4]. The model calculations are shown by the two corresponding solid lines. The 
average kinetic energy carried away by each nuclear fragment is shown in the panels by the two 
numbers: first is the average calculated using the experimental data shown; second is the model result. 

 
The pre-compound model, which can be divided into an exciton part and an 

evaporation part, is often used for hadron-nucleus interactions in this energy region.  
Several pre-compound models are available in Geant4. Most of them are currently 

integrated within specific models such as the Beritin-style cascade [5], CHIPS model 
and Low Energy Parameterization (LEP) model which is based on the GHEISHA 
model of Geant3. There is also an independently implemented pre-compound model, 



which may be used by itself or coupled to Binary cascade [6] and/or high energy 
models of Geant4. Validations of the independently implemented pre-compound 
model are given in Fig. 2. The plots show neutron production cross sections resulting 
from protons bombarding tin and bismuth targets. Secondary neutrons created in the 
exciton and evaporation parts are presented separately in the plots. There is good 
agreement for both reactions. 
 

 

FIGURE 2. Comparisons of inclusive neutron production cross sections resulting from protons 
bombarding Sn and Bi targets [7]. The predicted flux is divided into neutrons generated by the exciton 
model (pink line) and the evaporation model (green line).  
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FIGURE 3. Comparison of isotope production resulting from 800MeV proton bombarding aluminum 
among Geant4 models and data [8]. Histogram – prediction of Bertini cascade (solid line) and Binary 
cascade (dashed line). Triangle –experimental data. Intermediate energy interactions 

Isotope production by nuclear interactions is also treated in this section, because the 
pre-compound model usually plays the most important role in the isotope distribution 
from highly excited nuclei. Fig. 3 shows the validation of isotope production resulting 
from protons bombarding aluminum. Monte Carlo predictions are obtained from the 
Bertini and Binary cascade models. As already mentioned, different pre-compound 
models are used within each of these cascade models. The plot shows that the two pre-
compound models work equally well. 

3. Intermediate energy interactions 
 
Intra-Nuclear Cascade models are generally used for simulation of hadron 

interactions above a few tens of MeV. The upper limits for these are model dependent. 
As mentioned before, Geant4 has two cascade models, namely a “Bertini-like 
cascade” and a “Binary cascade”. The upper limit of the former model is roughly 10 
GeV and the later is about 3 GeV. LEP models are also available for this energy 
region. A verification suite has been created in this energy region [9] which includes a 
large set of experimental data from thin-target scattering experiments. Fig. 4 is an 
example of a plot obtained using the suite. It shows the validation of Binary and 
Bertini cascade models for double differential neutron production cross sections. In 
most cases good agreement is found, however relatively large disagreements exist at 



the most forward scattering angles in the Bertini cascade. In the Binary cascade, 
agreement at forward angles is better than at backward angles. 

 

FIGURE 4.  Double differential cross-section for neutrons produced in proton scattering off 
aluminum. Histograms –Monte Carlo predictions. Points-Data [10]. 

4.  High energy interactions 
The Geant4 has two parton string models, namely the Quark-Gluon String (QGS) 

and Fritiof (FTF). These models are able to calculate hadronic interactions with 
reaction energies above a total center-of-mass energy of 5 GeV. Between the upper 
limit of our cascade models and the lower limit of these models, currently Geant4 has 
only the LEP model. The High Energy Parameterized (HEP) model (also based on 
GHEISHA) is available for hadronic interactions above 20GeV. Fig. 5 is a validation 
plot of transverse momentum (Pt) and rapidity distributions of secondary pions 
resulting from pion-Magnesium reactions at a laboratory momentum of 320 GeV/c. In 
the Pt distribution, the QGS model underestimates the data around the high Pt region. 
The rapidity distribution of the HEP model probably overestimates the peak and has 
an unphysical dip around 2. The peak position of QGS model is shifted slightly to the 
lower side. 
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FIGURE 5. Comparison of Pt and rapidity distributions of secondary pions resulting from pion- 
Magnesium reactions at laboratory momentum of 320 GeV/c. Open blue diamonds – prediction of HEP 
model. Open green diamonds – predictions of QGS model. Red box – experimental data[11]. 

5. Photon-nucleAr interactions 
The CHIPS model in Geant4 can also apply to the calculation of complicated 

mechanisms of interaction between photons and hardons in nuclear matter. Fig. 6 
shows comparison of the CHIPS model results with the experimental data [12, 13]. 
Proton yields from about 60 MeV gamma-rays bombarding 40Ca are shown in the 
figure. The invariant inclusive cross sections (dσ/ppdEpdΩp) of secondary protons are 
plotted as a function of k = (p + Ekin) / 2, where Ekin and p are the kinetic energy and 
the momentum of the secondary protons. The angular dependence of the proton yield 
in photoproduction is reproduced quite well. The Low Energy Parameterized (LEP) 
model is also available for this interaction, however it is not as detailed. 



 

FIGURE 6. Comparison of CHIPS model with experimental data on proton production in photo-
nuclear reactions on Ca at 59 - 65MeV. Open circles, triangles and diamonds represent the experimental 
proton spectra. Lines show the results of the corresponding CHIPS model calculation. 
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FIGURE 7.  Comparison of channel cross sections between simulation results and reference data of 
ENDF/B-VI release8. Simulation results derived from thin-target calculation with Neutron HP models. 

6. Ion interactions 
Geant4 has several models for nucleus-nucleus interactions. The Binary Light Ion 

Cascade model is an extension of the Binary cascade model. It can handle ion 
interactions up to 3 GeV/n when the mass number of the projectile and/or target 
nucleus is less than 12. This limitation in mass number of the reaction system is not 
strict and in some cases the model can predict the final state well beyond the limitation 
[16]. Fig. 8 shows the neutron yield from 400MeV/n 56Fe beams bombarding thick 
carbon and aluminum targets. Reactions between 56Fe and Al nuclei are beyond the 
limitation while reactions between 56Fe and C nuclei are within the limitation. 
However, judging from the validation plots, no significant difference in agreement can 
be seen between the two reactions. 

The Abrasion-Ablation model is a C++ implementation of NUCFRG2 [17] physics 
and is also available in Geant4. This is a simplified macroscopic model for nucleus-
nucleus interactions up to 10 GeV/n.  

There is another kind of nucleus-nucleus interaction, namely electromagnetic 
dissociation. It is the liberation of nucleons or nuclear fragments as a result of the 
electromagnetic field by exchange of virtual photons. The EM Dissociation model of 
Geant4 can handle this interaction. Table 1 shows a validation of the EM Dissociation 
model for ultra relativistic ion projectiles in nuclear emulsion. Monte Carlo 
predictions are within experimental error bars in most cases. 



 
FIGURE 8.  Comparison between data [18] and Geant4 simulation of double differential neutron 
production for a Fe beam of 400 MeV/n on thick Carbon and Aluminum targets. 

 
 

TABLE 1. Comparison of cross-sections for ED interactions in silver in which projectile 
produces a single proton Experimental data are as reported by Jilany [19] 
Projectile Energy 

[GeV/nuc] 
Product from 

ED 
G4EM 
Dissociation 

[mbarn] 

Experiment 
[mbarn] 

Mg-24 3.7 Na-23+p 124 ± 2 154 ± 31 
Si-28 3.7 Al-27+p 107 ± 1 186 ± 56 
 14.5 Al-27+p 216 ± 2 165 ± 24 

128 ± 33 
O-16 200 N-15+p 331 ± 2 293 ± 39 

342 ± 22 
 

7. Conclusion  
We have shown validations of low energy neutron, pre-compound, cascade, and 

high energy models. These are the most important for hadronic shower shapes and 
their agreement with data is good for most cases. However, relatively large 
disagreements are shown in the Pt distribution of the QGS model and the secondary 
neutron distribution at forward angles in the Bertini-like cascade model. These 
indicate that improvements in the diffractive part of the QGS model, and in the nuclear 
model of the Bertini-like cascade are required. The CHIPS model in Geant4 shows 
good agreement with data both for hadron capture and photonuclear interactions. The 
Binary Light Ion Cascade model has good agreement even for heavy ion collisions 
which are beyond its limitation in mass number, but improvement is needed in the 
correlation of participant nucleons and the transition to the pre-compound model. An 

Carbon Aluminum 



extensive validation suite was prepared for the cascade energy region. Similar 
validation suites for other energy regions are required. 
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